


ABOUT THE COMPANY
Tangiamo Touch Technology AB is an advanced technology company offering 
innovative and proprietary software and hardware solutions for the gaming 
industry and other industrial application areas. The company operates within  
three business areas; Touch Technology, Electronic Table Games and  
Online Gaming. Tangiamo Touch Technology AB is based in the city of 
Gothenburg on the West coast of Sweden, and sells its products in over 33 
countries worldwide.

The company was founded in 2004 after 10 years of research and  development 
(“R&D”) related to complex systems and artificial intelligence in co-operation 
with Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg, Sweden. The initial 
idea was to create a social gaming environment where several people  
interact on the same playing surface – a philosophy that remains at the core  
of the company’s ongoing product development.

In April 2010, the company changed its name to Tangiamo (former TouchTable 
AB), which comes from the Latin verb “tangere” meaning “to touch”. Recently the 
company changed its name for the second time to Tangiamo Touch Technology 
AB, just to point out that the company today operates within three business 
areas; Touch Technology, Electronic Table Games and Online Gaming. 
The name Tangiamo Touch Technology embodies the company’s ambition  
to create innovative technologies that transform computers, tablets or mobile 
phones into a platform for entertainment, social interaction and collaboration.

For further information: www.tangiamo.com



FEATURES
Four (4) or Six (6)  terminal confi guration
65” High precision transparent touch screen
Equipped with a mechanical automated wheel
Available games: Roulette
Game is fully automated
Optimal visibility of the Roulette wheel from 
every player position
Full TiTo through JCM or Mei bill validators and 
Ithaca or Futurelogic ticket printers.
Supports cashless payment implementation
SAS protocol for back offi ce connectivity
GLI approved 

Maximum players: 6
Dimensions: L1868xW1242xH885 mm
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Peak load: 800 Watts
Weight: 250 kg

CRYSTAL ROULETTE
Tangiamo Crystal Roulette is the ultimate electronic 6 player roulette table equipped 
with a mechanical automated wheel. Through the use of cutting-edge display techno-
logy, Crystal Roulette provides a solution with a much smaller footprint than any other 
multi-player roulette table on the market. It is an ideal solution for smaller casinos, 
arcades, or for those who simply want to utilize existing fl oor space to a maximum.

The centre placed position of the wheel allows the players to constantly monitor the 
wheel and to interact with each other, thereby increasing the game’s excitement. 
Game turnover is further increased since all cash-ins and payouts are managed by the 
system rather than a dealer. Crystal Roulette also delivers maximum game security by 
taking control of all facets of the game, thereby eliminating possible dealer errors.

CRYSTAL ROULETTE

Roulette



MULTIPLAY AUTO

FEATURES
Single, Double and Triple confi guration
55” Multi touch screen
Available games: Roulette, Blackjack, Sic Bo and Craps
Games are fully automated or optionally dealer assisted
Switch between games in a fraction of a minute 
Full TiTo through JCM or Mei bill validators and Ithaca or 
Futurelogic ticket printers
Supports cashless payment implementation
SAS protocol for back offi ce connectivity
GLI approved 

MULTIPLAY AUTO
Tangiamo MultiPLAY Auto is a fully automated 
system for electronic table games, where all 7 
players share a single large touch screen betting 
surface. This provides a gaming experience 
more similar to live gaming than other electronic 
table game systems on the market. MultiPLAY 
Auto supports fully automated gameplay with a
mechanical or virtual roulette wheel or an Auto-
mated Dice Recognition system for dice games.

The MultiPLAY Auto can be equipped with note 
validators, ticket printers and card readers at 
each of the 7 player positions. The table can also 
integrate player tracking systems and electronic 
payment solutions from all leading manufacturers. 
Promotional features can be added such as 
“drink meters”, i.e. points obtained with every 
bet played, which can be redeemed for 
beverages or other promotional items.

FOUR GAMES IN ONE
The MultiPLAY Auto basic setup offers one of 
four different games to choose from; Roulette, 
Blackjack, Craps or Sic Bo. The table may also 
be upgraded to include multiple games, which 
can be changed within minutes. Dice games, 
such as Sic Bo and Craps, make use of our 
Automated Dice Recognition (ADR) system to 
read outcomes.

Roulette Blackjack

Sic Bo Craps

Maximum players: 14
Dimensions: 
L4150xW1020xH885 mm
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Peak load: 2100 Watts
Weight: 630 kg  

ADDITIONAL TABLE CONFIGURATIONS

DOUBLE V-SHAPED TRIPLE

Maximum players: 14
Dimensions: 
L4150xW2005xH885 mm
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Peak load: 2100 Watts
Weight: 630 kg

Maximum players: 21
Dimensions: 
L4120xW3610xH885 mm
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Peak load: 3000 Watts
Weight: 910 kg

Maximum players: 7
Dimensions: 
L2654xW1020xH885 mm
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Peak load: 1100 Watts
Weight: 370 kg  



MULTIPLAY LIVE

MULTIPLAY LIVE
Tangiamo MultiPLAY Live is a dealer operated 
electronic table, where all 7 players share a 
single large touch screen betting surface. This 
provides a gaming experience more similar to 
live gaming than other electronic table game 
systems on the market. 

ADVANCED TOUCH ID TECHNOLOGY
Unlike other multiplayer platforms on the market, 
Tangiamo’s patented Touch ID Technology enables 
the MultiPLAY Live to sense screen touches and 
at the same time identify the user. When several 
players touching the screen simultaneously, each 
receive chips of their own colour. The live gaming 
experience is further  increased through the use 
of ultra-high resolution graphics, which allows 
casinos to customize the graphical elements of 
the game, such as background and virtual chips, 
according to their own design.  

FOUR GAMES IN ONE
The MultiPLAY Live supports fully automated 
gameplay with a mechanical roulette wheel and/or 
an Automated Dice Recognition (ADR) system for 
dice games, such as Sic Bo and Craps. The basic 
setup offers one of four different games to choose 
from; Roulette, Blackjack, Craps or Sic Bo. The 
table may also be upgraded to include multiple 
games, which can be changed within minutes.

DOUBLE V-SHAPED TRIPLE

FEATURES
Single, Double and Triple confi guration
58” Multi touch screen
Dealer controlled for the live gaming fl oor
Available games: Roulette, Blackjack, Sic Bo and Craps
Switch between games in a fraction of a minute 
Dealer TiTo through JCM or Mei bill validators and Ithaca or 
Futurelogic ticket printers
SAS protocol for back offi ce connectivity
GLI approved 

Maximum players: 7
Dimensions: 
L2934xW1373xH885 mm
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Peak load: 800 Watts
Weight: 270 kg  

Maximum players: 14
Dimensions: 
L4720xW1373xH885 mm
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Peak load: 1600 Watts
Weight: 430 kg  

Maximum players: 14
Dimensions: 
L4723xW2046xH885 mm
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Peak load: 1600 Watts
Weight: 430 kg  

Maximum players: 21
Dimensions:
L6300xW5300xH885 mm
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
Peak load: 2400 Watts
Weight: 850 kg  

Roulette Blackjack

Sic Bo Craps

ADDITIONAL TABLE CONFIGURATIONS



ADR SYSTEM (Automated Dice Recognition)
Tangiamo’s innovative dice recognition technology brings a 
one of a kind experience to electronic dice games such as 
Sic Bo and Craps. Casino operations aiming at increasing the 
degree of security and automation can benefi t greatly from the 
Tangiamo ADR system.

HIGH PRECISION DICE RECOGNITION
An advanced high precision recognition system automatically 
tracks the outcome using a camera and advanced image 
recognition algorithms, and feeds it through a serial port to the 
external games or devices. The Tangiamo ADR system can 
be used for a variety of dice games available on the market. 
Other areas of application include televised and online betting 
operations.
 
The dice recognition system is combined with a simple 
protocol for communication of the outcome, which makes 
implementation of the system with the external platform and 
applications an easy and straightforward task.

ADR WITH THE MULTIPLAY SYSTEM
Tangiamo’s ADR system is sold both as a standalone product 
or integrated with the MultiPLAY system. When integrated with 
the MultiPLAY platform, the system is able to both project a 
live image to the playing surface showing normal-sized dice 
and simultaneously recognize the result. In Craps, this allows 
the player to shake and throw the dice by interacting with the 
dice image on the table’s big touch screen surface. No other 
system on the market can match the excitement of throwing 
dice across a big touch screen and the sound of the dice shaker.
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ADR SYSTEM

SPECIFICATIONS 
Mechanical and electrical:
Dimensions complete system L236xW212xH550 mm 
Dimensions visible system L236xW212xH320 mm 
Power: 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz

Host interface:
Dice result RS232, RS485 or TCP/IP
Live video feed TCP/IP Multicast

Camera:
Sensor Sony CCD 1024 x 768 @ 30 FPS
Interface Firewire
Cable length 10 m

Software:
Linux with Tangiamo ADR software

Dice compatibility
1, 2 or 3 regular six-sided dice

FEATURES WITH 
MULTIPLAY GAMES
Available confi gurations: 2 or 3 dice
Supported MultiPLAY games: Craps and Sic Bo
Operated in fully auto or dealer assisted modes

SYSTEM DIAGRAM



Our electronic table games create unique opportunities to build new links between the 
traditional casino and online gaming. Tangiamo has already developed a system that 
connects online gaming on mobiles and tablets to a specifi c table at a casino.

A table can also be linked to social media, such as Facebook, so that players at the 
table can invite friends to participate online. The online players profi le picture can, if 
they choose to, be visualized on the table. This creates an exciting, interactive and 
involved gaming experience that appeals especially to a younger generation of players. 
The system is ready to be released, starting with pilot customers in the fi rst quarter of 
2017. 

Tangiamo’s online gaming system can be used locally inside a casino or on a vessel, 
so that the game on a table can be played from a bar, hotel room or cabin.The mobile 
game can also move outside the casino and be played remotely, wherever this is 
allowed by the local authorities. In countries where online gambling is not yet permitted, 
the system can be used for social gaming, i.e. casino entertainment without money bets.

For further information: www.tangiamo.com/online-gaming

Tangiamo has developed unique patented sensor technology for touchscreen applications 
with multiple users. This technology can be used in screens down to tablet size or 
smaller. The core technology behind Tangiamo’s products was initially developed as 
part of a research project in complex systems and artifi cial intelligence at Chalmers 
University of Technology, based in Gothenburg, Sweden.

In 2017–2018, Tangiamo will pursue a vigorous effort to further develop and package 
the technology so that it can be sold and integrated in products from other manufact-
urers. The advantage is that users can be individually distinguished and use gestures 
simultaneously to interact with the system. This is not possible with the touch technology 
(projected capacitive) that dominates today’s market. Tangiamo’s technology can be 
regarded as the next generation of this technology. The target group for this new 
technology is all manufacturers of handheld devices, laptops and gaming platforms 
who want to introduce new functionalities.

The possibility of new functions with multiple users may be especially interesting when 
several people are playing together simultaneously, both for new computer games and 
electronic versions of classic board games on surfaces down to tablet size or smaller. 
Large touchscreens that are designed for multiple users could also potentially be sold 
to offi ce environments, to be used as electronic meeting tables etc., as well as to 
industrial environments with touchscreens adapted for command and control systems.

For further information: www.tangiamo.com/touch-technology

ONLINE GAMING TOUCH TECHNOLOGY 
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